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Abstract 

To show how the Store Manager Workbench (SMW) team’s dependence on IBM Portlet 
Factory could be removed, part of the SMW application has been re-implemented 
without using Portlet Factory. Portlet Factory is an IBM product whose purpose is to 
make development with portal technology easier.  It does this by managing a majority of 
the background wiring that goes on behind the scenes, including producing Java code and 
HTML/JSP code.  The problem the SMW team has is that using the Portlet Factory 
product has some limitations in terms of what can be implemented, and the product itself 
is expensive. To solve this problem, this solution has re-implemented the reporting piece 
of the SMW application without using the Portlet Factory software. The solution is 
implemented to meet the JSR-168 Java Portlet Specifications in order to run on the IBM 
Websphere Portal.  Since the scope of the project was not to reproduce the entire SMW 
application, only a portion of it has been reproduced, including many of the key reports 
and some additional functionality. The solution adequately demonstrates that the SMW 
application can be re-implemented effectively without using Portlet Factory.
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1. Project Description and Intended Use 
 
1.1. Problem Statement 

The Kroger Company is a nationwide grocery store chain that is based in 

Cincinnati, Ohio.  One of the teams maintained within the Information Systems division 

of the Kroger company is called Store Manager Workbench (SMW).  SMW is primarily a 

Web application for use on the internal Kroger intranet that shows reports about various 

metrics relating to productivity in individual Kroger stores across the company. The 

implementation of this Web application uses a technology known as “portal” or 

“portlets,” supplemented by an IBM product called Portlet Factory. The Portlet Factory 

product is expensive, it has some limitations in terms of what kind of functionality it can 

produce, and using it takes the SMW team in a direction that it does not want to go.  A 

solution that could allow SMW to remove its dependence on IBM’s Portlet Factory is to 

rewrite the Web application portal code, as well as the reporting API, without Portlet 

Factory. 

 

1.2. Description of Solution 

The three main components to the solution are as follows: 
 

• The Web application code to run the SMW portlets 

• The report system to render the reports 

• Application change to implement transparently to the user 

One of the major components used when creating an application using Portlet 

Factory is a software component called a builder, and much of the current SMW 

application operates on instances of these builders. The builders were removed and their 
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functionality rewritten from scratch or re-implemented with existing technology. At the 

same time, this allowed for the solution's implementation to be very light on portal code 

in order for it to be ported as easily as possible from portlet to servlet technology. The 

code generating and rendering the reports is well separated from the portlet-specific code, 

and the code generating the extra functionality (such as the tools for sorting, filtering, 

changing report types, etc) could be moved to another technology without very much 

difficulty. 

The report system is the code structure, or set of objects, that knows how to take 

report information that is organized in a certain way and display it (render it) visually in a 

Web browser. The Kroger Enterprise Application Framework (EAF) reporting API is a 

package developed by Kroger for creating internal reporting applications, and was used 

heavily in this project. Under the current implementation of SMW, the rendering of the 

reports in a Web browser window is handled by Portlet Factory, but in the solution, 

rendering of the reports is handled by the EAF reporting API. 

All of these changes must have as little impact on the end users of SMW as 

possible. Most notably, the look and feel of the solution must be the same as, or similar 

to, what the original application used. Almost all functionality that has been implemented 

in the solution operates in the same fashion as the current system.   

The Eclipse IDE, Rational Application Developer 7, and IBM Websphere Portal 

were used in developing this solution. Other resources included DBVisualizer 6.0 Free 

Edition, IBM DB2, Rational Clearcase, and JBoss Portal.  
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1.3. User Profile 

The users for the Store Manager Workbench application fall under three categories: 

• Kroger Corporate-level Users 

• Kroger Division-level Users 

• Kroger Store Managers 

The Corporate and Division users are those people who work in the General Office, 

in satellite division offices, or in one of the technical centers. There are very few of these 

users. Primarily, the SMW application is meant for store managers – these are people 

who manage individual stores across the company.  The motivation that store managers 

have for using this application is that it quickly provides access to data from a lot of 

different applications. The intent is that the SMW application will save time for store 

managers. 
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2. Design Protocols 

The solution was designed using Java. It is a Portal application, and was intended 

to run on IBM Websphere Portal. However, because the actual application cannot be run 

unless it is connected to the Kroger network, for demonstration purposes the JBoss Portal 

was used in place of the Websphere Portal. At the viewing layer, the reports are rendered 

in the portal via JSP technology. 

The Kroger Enterprise Application Framework (EAF) is used for a portion of the 

report engine, but largely for the rendering of the reports in HTML and PDF format.  

EAF was key in producing the reports shown in this project.    
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System
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2.1. Use Case Diagram 

Figure 1 shows the Use Case Diagram for the application. When the user chooses 

to view a new report, sort a report, or filter a report, the server running the application 

first generates the new report, based on the criteria specified. Next, the report is rendered 

into HTML, and, last, the HTML is sent to the Web browser where it is displayed.  

 

Figure 1 – Use case of user and system interaction. 
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2.2. Class Diagram 

Figure 2 shows a class diagram of the backbone functionality of the project. The 

following objects make up the core functionality of this project. 

• BasePortlet 
• BaseReportPortlet 
• BaseReport 
• ReportManager 
• PrintManager 

 

These classes are extended or used in nearly all the portlets developed in this 

project and contain much of the functionality that allows the project to function.  
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#doView(in RenderRequest, in RenderResponse)
#forward(in RenderRequest, in RenderResponse)
+getPortletMetaData() : PortletMetaData

-portletId : int
BasePortlet

+sortByColumn(in column : int)
+processReport(in portletMetaData : PortletMetaData)
+getBeans() : object
+getReportDataModel(in portletMetaData : PortletMetaData) : object
+getReportSortingBeanComparator() : object
+getSorterIndicator(in columnIndex : int) : string
+getSortingTitleLink(in columnIndex : int) : string
+findBeginWeekDate(in date : object) : object

-filterContainer : FilterContainer
-sorter : ColumnIndexTableSorter
-table : SMWTable
-description : string
-printManager : PrintManager

BaseReport

+getReport() : BaseReport
+regenerateCurrentReport()
+refreshReportManager()
+getPdfServletMapping() : string

-navigationId : string
ReportManager

-portletId : int
PortletMetaData

#doView(in RenderRequest, in RenderResponse)
+processAction(in RenderRequest, in RenderResponse)
#getReportManagerFromSession(in PortletSession) : ReportManager
+getReportManager() : ReportManager
+getPortletReportsLabelValue() : object

BaseReportPortlet

+getPortletReportsLabelValue() : object
+getReportManager() : ReportManager

EmployeeRecognitionPortlet

-printFormats : object
-selectedPrintFormat : int

PrintManager

+getReportDataModel(in portletMetaData : PortletMetaData) : object
+getBeans() : object
+getReportSortingBeanComparator() : object

EmployeeRecognitionReport

+getReport() : BaseReport
+regenerateCurrentReport()
+refreshReportManager()
+getPdfServletMapping() : string

-reportMap : object
EmployeeRecognitionReportManager

 
Figure 2 – The core elements for the reporting application. 
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Figure 3 – Class diagram of the domain objects. 

The class diagram in Figure 3 shows the domain objects. These objects are used 

by the BasePortlet, BaseReportPortlet, BaseReport, ReportManager, and 

PrintManager (and their subclasses) to generate a report that is shown in a browser 

window. 

+sort(in beans : object, in beanComparator : object)
+getDefaultSMWRowComparator() : object

-column : int
-sortDirection : int

ColumnIndexSorter

-portletId : int
PortletMetaData

+EIGHT_HALF_BY_ELEVEN : object
+EIGHT_HALF_BY_ELEVEN_LANDSCAPE : object

PrintFormats

+filter(in beans : object)

-filters : object
-selectedIndex : int

FilterContainer
-rowFilter : SMWRowFilter
-label : string

SMWFilter

+accept(in bean : object)

«interface»
SMWRowFilter

+init(in servletConfig : object)
#getReportManager() : object
+getReport(in navigationId : string, in selectedFilter : string, in sortColumn : string, in 
sortDirection : string, in printFormat : string) : object

-reportManagerClassName : string
-renderServletUrl : string

RendererReportServlet
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2.3. Portlet Functionality 

 Immediately after logging in, the first thing a user sees is a page containing a 

portlet or multiple portlets, each with a report inside it. Portal functionality operates by 

portlet; that is, development is done on a portlet by portlet basis. Thus, the application 

logic builds the portlets to display one at a time, and each portlet must be developed 

individually. For each portlet, the first step is in the portlet class. 

 

2.3.1. The Portlet Class 

 The portlet class extends javax.portlet.GenericPortlet and is home base for 

a portlet being viewed in a browser window. Each portlet has multiple functions, 

including view, edit, and help. These functions correspond to the available functions in 

the upper right hand corner of a portlet window. For the purposes of a reporting 

application, the only function necessary is the view function. The example portlet class 

handles the view function via a Java method called doView. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 – Example doView method from the BaseReportPortlet class. 

protected void doView(RenderRequest request, RenderResponse response) 
  throws PortletException, IOException { 
  
 super.doView(request, response); 
  
 // Get ReportManager 
 ReportManager reportManager = getReportManagerFromSession(request 
   .getPortletSession()); 
 
 // Set report to show 
 reportManager.getReport().processReport(getPortletMetaData()); 
 request.setAttribute("report", reportManager.getReport()); 
 
 // Forward to report 
 forward(request, response, "/WEB-INF/jsp/reports/report.jsp"); 
} 
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 In Figure 4, an example of the doView method from the BaseReportPortlet 

class is shown. First is the call to this class’ parent’s doView method to ensure that any 

functionality in the parent class’ implementation of this method is applied.  Next, the 

ReportManager is retrieved from the PortletSession object, which is retrieved from 

the RenderRequest object, request.  

The ReportManager is in charge of knowing what report a particular portlet is to 

show at a given time. Since each portlet must implement its own subclass of the 

BaseReportPortlet, as well as its own subclass of ReportManager, this call in the 

BaseReportPortlet will reflect the specific implementation of each portlet. 

Next, the report to show on the JSP is processed and set on the request as an 

attribute. The call 

reportManager.getReport().processReport(getPortletMetaData()) 

performs the processing step. Processing ensures that all necessary filtering and sorting 

operations are performed on a report’s data before that report is shown in the Web 

browser. The call request.setAttribute("report", reportManager.getReport()) 

puts the report onto the RenderRequest object (as an attribute called “report”), which 

ultimately will transport the report to the JSP where it will be converted into HTML code. 

That HTML code will in turn be shown in the user’s Web browser. 

The last step in the doView method is what is known as the “forward,” which 

actually sends the data accumulated in this method to the JSP where it will be converted 

into the HTML code that will be displayed in the user’s Web browser. See Figure 5 for 

the contents of the forward method. 
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Figure 5 – The forward method of the BasePortlet class. 

 

As can be seen in Figure 5, the forward method takes as arguments the RenderRequest, 

RenderResponse, and String dispatch arguments. The important piece of this code is 

the dispatch argument, which tells the portlet where it should forward to – in this case it 

is to the JSP where the portlet will be rendered for the user’s Web browser.  Recall in 

Figure 4 that the dispatch argument was "/WEB-INF/jsp/reports/report.jsp". This is 

the path to the JSP file. 

 

2.3.2. The Report JSP 

 In the last section, the process of a portlet “sending” data to a JSP was explained. 

For this project, all reports are rendered through a single renderer – the core of which is 

the report.jsp file. 
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<%@page session="false" contentType="text/html" 
 pageEncoding="ISO-8859-1" 
 import="java.util.*,javax.portlet.*,com.kroger.pbseniordesign.*"%> 
<%@taglib uri="http://java.sun.com/portlet" prefix="portlet"%> 
<%@ taglib uri="http://reporting.commons.kroger.com/tlds/taglib.tld" 
prefix="reporting"%> 
<%@taglib uri="http://java.sun.com/jsp/jstl/core" prefix="c"%> 
 
<portlet:defineObjects /> 
 
<%-- Javascript Functions --%> 
<%@include file="/WEB-INF/jsp/reports/reportJavascript.jsp" %> 
 
<form 
 action="<portlet:actionURL><portlet:param name="page" value="mainview"/> 
</portlet:actionURL>" 
 method="POST" 
 name="form<c:out value="${portletId}" />" 
 > 
  
 <%-- Header Stuff --%> 
 <%@include file="/WEB-INF/jsp/reports/reportHeader.jsp" %> 
  
 <table> 
  <tr> 
   <td> 
    <c:if test="${! empty report}"> 
     <c:out value="${report.description}" /> 
    </c:if> 
   </td> 
  </tr> 
  
  <tr> 
   <td> 
    <reporting:renderReport report="${report}" /> 
   </td> 
  </tr> 
   
  <tr> 
   <td> 
    <br /><hr> 
    <%@include file="/WEB-INF/jsp/reports/reportPrinting.jsp" %> 
   </td> 
  </tr> 
 </table> 
</form> 

Figure 6 – The Report.jsp file. 
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 For the purpose of simplicity and, to some degree, modularity, the contents of the 

report.jsp file have been divided up into multiple JSP files. The reader will notice the line 

of code under the code comment “Javascript Functions”: 

<%@include file="/WEB-INF/jsp/reports/reportJavascript.jsp" %> 

This line tells the server to insert the contents of the file "/WEB-

INF/jsp/reports/reportJavascript.jsp" into the current JSP.  There are three tasks 

in report.jsp that are performed in separate JSP files: the Javascript code for a portlet, the 

header information for a portlet, and the printing information for a portlet. 

The most important element of the report.jsp file, however, is the following line: 

<reporting:renderReport report="${report}" /> 

 The reporting tag here is a custom tag from the EAF reporting API, which tells 

the API to render a report as HTML. Recall how, in the portlet code from Figure 4, an 

attribute called “report” was added to the RenderRequest object. This is the reason: 

through the reporting:renderReport tag, the EAF reporting API will look on the 

request for an attribute called “report,” and, finding it, will render it as HTML. 

The end result of this work can be seen in Figure 7. 
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Figure 8 – Company Events Report Portlet. 

  

Figure 7 – The Employee Recognition report. 

 

2.4. User Interface 

 The first thing that is seen once a user has logged into the application is the 

reporting page. Each reporting page will have several portlets in it. These portlets are 

identified as the rectangular “windows” inside the browser window, each with its own 

title bar. Figure 8 is an example of a portlet containing a Company Events Report. 
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The user, while viewing a report in a portlet, can sort and filter the data. Sorting is 

controlled by clicking on the column heading titles. In Figure 8, the report is currently 

sorted by Event Date in ascending order. Clicking on the Event Date column header 

again would cause the report to be sorted by this column in descending order. 

 Filtering is achieved by selecting an option from the Filter By drop-down box.  

By selecting a filter, the report will automatically be regenerated, showing only the data 

that matches the criteria of the selected filter. In this example, only events whose names 

start with “C” are shown. 

Near the top of the portlet window is the View bar.  Figure 9 shows another 

example of a View bar. 

  

 

Clicking on any one of the items shown in the View bar will immediately show the 

indicated report. 

 Using portal technology, the appearance of the portlets contained within a portal 

is determined by the portal. Thus, the examples shown in JBoss Portal have a color 

scheme and look-and-feel from the JBoss Portal. Under IBM Websphere Portal the 

portlets have a color scheme and look-and-feel defined by the Websphere Portal. 

Figure 9 – Example of the View bar. 
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3. Project Planning 

3.1. Timeline 

 

ID Task Name
Q4 07 Q1 08 Q2 08

Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May

1 Gather Details

2 Learn Technology

3 Learn Store Manager Workbench

4 Design Solution

5 Write Proposal

6 Present Proposal

7 Implement Domain Objects

8 Report Table Display

13 Produce Prototype

14 User Testing

9 Report Filtering/Sorting

10 Report Navigation

11 Printing Queue

12 Assortment of Report Types

 
 
 

 

The most presentation of the proposal for this project and the production of the 

prototype were the most significant dates for the completion of this project. With the 

presentation of the proposal came a decent understanding of the project’s scope. When 

the prototype was actually implemented, the reality of what could be accomplished, and 

what could not, became more apparent.

Figure 10 – Timeline for project completion. 
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3.2. Budget 

The budget for the project would, in the real world, come to about $17,360. 

However, since the project is being completed through and for Kroger, the company is 

paying for all of the expenses.  Note that the estimated total budget cost of $17,360 is 

based on the individual retail cost of several of the listed items, including IBM Portlet 

Factory, at $5,150 (2), IBM Rational Application Developer 7, at $7,210 (1), and IBM 

Websphere Portal, at $980 (3).  In reality, because Kroger buys many IBM products, 

these products are bought in bulk and, therefore, the company receives a discount on 

them. The actual amount paid for the IBM products is not released. 

 

Item Cost Actual Cost 
DB2 $2,520.00 $0.00 
PC Workstation $1,500.00 $0.00 
IBM Portlet Factory $5,150.00 $0.00 
IBM Websphere Portal $980.00 $0.00 
IBM Rational Application Developer 7 $7,210.00 $0.00 
Total $ 17,360.00 $0.00 
 

Figure 11 – The project budget. 
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4. Proof of Design 
 
4.1. The Report Manager 

 In Figure 4 of section 2.3, the process was explained of retrieving a 

ReportManager object from the PortletSession and then getting a Report object from 

that ReportManager. Here, the functionality of the ReportManager, how it chooses what 

Report to be displayed, will be demonstrated. The Employee Recognition Portlet will be 

used as an example. 

 

4.1.1. The Employee Recognition Portlet Class 

 As was shown in the class diagram in Figure 2, there are a number of “base” 

classes that are abstract and contain common functionality that all the portlets in the 

project use. The major advantage of these classes is this common functionality – by 

implementing it in the base classes, the functionality is only coded once, and the 

subclasses, while representing different portlets, can make use of the same functionality. 

 The Employee Recognition Portlet is a portlet, so it must have a portlet class: 

EmployeeRecognitionPortlet, which extends BaseReportPortlet.  From 

BaseReportPortlet, the EmployeeRecognitionPortlet inherits functionality that 

handles all of the user’s actions: sorting and filtering a report, printing a report, and 

changing the report to view. Thus, the EmployeeRecognitionPortlet does not need to 

do any work to handle these user actions. However, one thing that it does need to do is 

implement an abstract method from BaseReportPortlet, getReportManager().  This 

method returns a ReportManager object, so, the Employee Recognition Portlet must also 

have its own type of ReportManager to return. 
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4.1.2. The Employee Recognition Report Manager Class 

 The purpose of the ReportManager class is to manage what report a particular 

portlet should be displaying at any given time. The ReportManager class has an abstract 

method, getReport, that must be implemented by any subclass. The 

EmployeeRecognitionReportManager extends ReportManager, and is responsible for 

managing all of the reports that the Employee Recognition Portlet can show. There are 

two types of reports that can be shown in this portlet, the Week report and the Period 

report. 

By looking at the code in Figure 12, one can see that the 

EmployeeRecognitionReportManager determines what report to show by a property 

called, navigationId. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

public BaseReport getReport() { 
 
 if (this.reportMap.get(getNavigationId()) == null) { 
 
  BaseReport baseReport = null; 
 
  if (EmployeeRecognitionPortlet.WEEK_REPORT_BEAN.getValue().equals( 
    getNavigationId())) 
  { 
   baseReport = new EmployeeRecognitionReport(); 
  } 
  else if (EmployeeRecognitionPortlet.PERIOD_REPORT_BEAN.getValue() 
    .equals(getNavigationId())) 
  { 
   baseReport = new EmployeeRecognitionPeriodReport(); 
  } 
 
  if (baseReport != null) 
   this.reportMap.put(getNavigationId(), baseReport); 
 } 
 
 BaseReport result = (BaseReport) this.reportMap.get(getNavigationId()); 
 
 return result; 
} 

Figure 12 – The getReport method of EmployeeRecognitionReportManager. 
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 The navigationId is a property of the ReportManager and is the mechanism by 

which the portlet knows which report the user has selected to view, and is another 

attribute that is set on the RenderRequest during portlet operations. The user selects a 

report from the “View” bar (See Figure 13). Each item listed on the View bar (Week, 

Period, Regenerate Current Report) has an associated navigationId value; when one of 

these links is clicked, the portlet determines which one was clicked by looking at the 

navigationId. 

 

 

Figure 13 – The navigation bar, or “View” bar of the Employee Recognition Portlet.  
 

 In this particular implementation of ReportManager, a Map object called 

reportMap stores report objects based on their associated navigationId values. If a 

report has already been generated, it can simply be called out of the Map and returned, but 

if the report has not been generated (and therefore is not in the Map), the report is created, 

put into the Map, and then returned by the method. 

 Every portlet implements its own type of ReportManager, and each 

implementation has a mechanism for determining what report should be returned by the 

getReport method. By this process, reports are generated and shown in a Web browser 

window. See Figure 14 for an example of a full report. 
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Figure 14 – The Employee Recognition Week report. 

 

4.2. Sorting 

 Sorting the data of a report by column is necessary functionality for a Store 

Manager Workbench report. Notice, in Figure 14, that the column headings for the report 

columns are actually hyperlinks. Clicking on any of these column headings will sort the 

report by the selected column. Column sorting has three modes:  

• Sort ascending. When in this mode, the column title is appended with the text 
“(Asc),” indicating that the report is being sorted by this column in ascending 
order. 

• Sort descending. When in this mode, the column title is appended with the text 
“(Desc),” indicating, as one may guess, that the report is being sorted by this 
column in descending order. 

• No sorting. This of course means that the report is not being sorted according to 
this column. The column title has no text appended to it. 
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The user can cycle through the sort modes of a column by clicking on the column title. A 

report may only be sorted by a single column at a time.  No sort has been applied to the 

report in Figure 14. 

 

4.2.1. The Column Index Sorter 

 The BaseReport class, the parent of all report objects in this project, has a 

property, sorter, that is of type ColumnIndexSorter. The ColumnIndexSorter is the 

object of a report that knows what column a sort should happen on, and what direction 

that sort should occur in. The BaseReport class also has a method called sortByColumn, 

the single argument for which is an integer representing the index of the column in the 

report to sort by. The sortByColumn method is called when the user chooses to sort a 

report by a certain column. This method also knows how to create and modify the sorter 

property of the report so that the cycling through the sorting modes functions correctly. 

Refer to Figure 15 to see how this method handles three distinct cases for the sorting 

functionality: 

• Sort by column is requested on a report that does not have a sort currently applied 
to it. 

o The sorter property of the report was null when this method was called. 
In this case, the sorter property is set with the code setSorter(new 
ColumnIndexSorter(column)). This will sort the report by the requested 
column. 

• Sort by column is requested for a report on the same column that the report is 
already sorted by. 

o The reader will notice that this case only arises if the user has selected the 
same column to sort by as was already sorting the report. This means that 
the user is cycling through the sort modes of the column. Thus, there is 
logic for adjusting the sort direction according to its current setting. 

• Sort by column is requested for a report on a different column than it is current 
sorted on. 

o Here the user has simply switched the columns to sort by. The code sets 
the new column and then resets the sort direction to ascending. 
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Figure 15 – The sortByColumn method of BaseReport. 

 

 Because all of this functionality is in the parent class of all report objects in this 

project, the reports themselves do not have any work to do to make the sorting 

mechanism work. The reports do, however, have to decide when sorting should be 

implemented. 

 

4.2.2. The Sorting Process 

 In order for the sorting mechanism defined in the BaseReport class to be 

implemented, the subclass needs to invoke the sort method of ColumnIndexSorter. 

Recall from Figure 4 that the following line of code is executed: 

 reportManager.getReport().processReport(getPortletMetaData()) 

public void sortByColumn(int column) { 
 if (getSorter() == null) { 
  // Create new Sorter 
  setSorter(new ColumnIndexSorter(column)); 
 } else { 
  // Get Sorter 
  ColumnIndexSorter sorter = getSorter(); 
 
  if (column == sorter.getColumn()) { 
 
   // Go to next sort option 
   if (sorter.getSortDirection() == ColumnIndexSorter.SORT_ASCENDING) { 
    sorter.setSortDirection(ColumnIndexSorter.SORT_DESCENDING); 
   } else { 
    setSorter(null); 
   } 
  } else { 
   // Change column 
   sorter.setColumn(column); 
 
   // Set direction 
   sorter.setSortDirection(ColumnIndexSorter.SORT_ASCENDING); 
  } 
 } 
} 
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The processReport method of Report is where the report object compiles its data into a 

format that is suitable for display. One of the steps in this process is sorting the data to be 

shown in the report.  The sort method of ColumnIndexSorter takes two arguments: the 

list of rows to sort, and a Comparator that knows how to sort them. In Figure 16, an 

example is shown of how a report might perform a sort. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16  - Example code of how a report might perform a sort. 

 
 In Figure 16, a class called EmployeeRecognitionBeanComparator implements 

the Comparator interface and takes two parameters as constructor arguments: the column 

to sort by, and the direction the sort should occur in. Figure 17 shows a report sorted 

descending by date. 

 

 

// Perform Sorting 
if (getSorter() != null) { 
 getSorter().sort( 
   resultBeans, 
   new EmployeeRecognitionBeanComparator( 
     getSorter().getColumn(),  
     getSorter().getSortDirection() 
     ) 
   ); 
} 
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Figure 17 – The Employee Recognition Week report sorted descending by event 

date. 

 
4.3. Filtering 

 For the reports shown in Store Manager Workbench to be effective, they also 

need a mechanism for filtering the data shown.  The reader will observe in Figure 14, the 

“Filter By” combo box, which contains various filters that have been defined for the 

report shown.  

 

4.3.1. The Filter Container 

The BaseReport class has a property called filterContainer, which is an 

object of type FilterContainer. Since all the report objects extend BaseReport, all 

report objects have this filterContainer property. A FilterContainer contains a list 

of filters, as well as a property for knowing which of these filters is “selected.” If a report 

has set a value for its filterContainer property, then, when rendered in the Web 
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browser, the “Filter By” combo box will be present and contain all of the filters that are 

defined in that particular report’s filterContainer property. 

When a report object is instantiated, if filters are desired for that report, then one 

of the steps in that report’s creation will be the construction of its FilterContainer. 

Figure 18 shows the code of how a FilterContainer is created and how a filter is added 

to it. 

Figure 18 – The creation of a FilterContainer and the process of adding a filter. 

 

In this example, for simplicity, the filter is added through an anonymous inner 

class. However, a very practical idea might be to create several named classes that 

implement the SMWRowFilter interface. This would allow for potential reuse of filters 

between different Report objects. 

 Once the FilterContainer has been constructed and filters have been added to 

it, the only other necessary step is to set the report property. Using the code from Figure 

18, this could be accomplished by: 

this.filterContainer = f 

FilterContainer f = new FilterContainer(); 
 
f.getFilters().add( 
  new SMWFilter("Birthday Events Only", new SMWRowFilter() { 
 
   public boolean accept(Object bean) { 
    EmployeeRecognitionBean b = (EmployeeRecognitionBean) bean; 
 
    if ("Birthday".equalsIgnoreCase(b.getEvent())) 
     return true; 
    else 
     return false; 
   } 
  })); 
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Once this has been accomplished, the report knows what filters to make available. 

 

4.3.2. The Filtering Process 

 Setting the filterContainer property only tells a report what type of filters are 

available to the user for that particular report; it does not actually perform any filtering. 

When viewing a report in the browser, selecting one of the filters from the “Filter By” 

combo box regenerates the report with the filter applied. This happens by a two step 

process. 

First, for the report that is being viewed, the portlet sets the selectedIndex 

property of that report’s filterContainer. The second step is for the report’s 

processReport method to be called.  Before the report is sent back to the JSP, recall 

from Figure 4 that the following line of code is executed: 

reportManager.getReport().processReport(getPortletMetaData()) 

The processReport method of Report is where the report object compiles its data into a 

format that is suitable for display. One part of this method is performing filtering on the 

data.  Figure 19 shows the Employee Recognition report filtered by “Birthday Events 

Only”. 
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Figure 19 – The Employee Recognition report filtered by “Birthday Events Only.” 

 

4.4. Printing 

 Another necessary element of the reporting application is providing a mechanism 

for printing reports.  One of the powerful features of the EAF reporting API is that it can 

render a report in a number of formats, including HTML, PDF, and Excel Spreadsheet 

formats.  The printing functionality for Store Manager Workbench uses the Adobe PDF 

file format. The “printing functionality” described here is understood as the generation of 

a PDF file that can then be printed with Adobe Reader’s built in printing mechanism. 

 

4.4.1. The Print Manager 

 The PrintManager is the code in charge of determining what print options are 

available for a portlet. The BasePortlet class has a property, printManager, of type 

PrintManager, and therefore, all portlets have a printManager property. By default, the 

BasePortlet sets its printManager property to a default instance of PrintManager, 
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and, so, by default, all portlets have a default PrintManager. The default PrintManager 

provides only one printing option: 8.5” by 11”.  Because most portlets here will use just 

the 8.5” by 11” print option, it is not necessary for each portlet to have its own type of 

PrintManager. However, for any portlet that does need a more robust printing selection, 

a subclass of PrintManager can be created and an instance of that class can be set as the 

printManager for those portlets that need it.  

 When a portlet is rendered, one of the components of the report.jsp file is a JSP 

file called reportPrinting.jsp. This JSP looks for a printManager property on the request, 

and, finding one, will list all available print options at the bottom of the portlet window. 

If no printManager is found, no printing options are displayed. 

 

4.4.2. The PDF Report Renderer 

 In order for a PDF file to be generated for a report, a special PDF render servlet 

must be deployed on the server along with the portlets.  This servlet is defined in the 

web.xml file and is capable of taking a report object and returning back to the browser 

window a PDF file of that report.  Similar to the functionality of rendering the report in 

HTML, the PDF render servlet will also look on the request for an attribute named 

“report,” and, finding it, will render it in PDF file format.  This file is then streamed back 

to the Web browser window, where the PDF file will either automatically be shown, or a 

download option will be available for downloading the file.  
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4.4.3. Calling the PDF Report Renderer 

 Recall that the available print options, defined by the printManager property, are 

listed at the bottom of the portlet window.  When one of these options is selected, a new 

browser window is opened and a PDF version of the currently displayed report is shown. 

This PDF file can then be printed or saved as desired by the user.  See Figure 20 for a 

sample of the PDF file that is generated for the Employee Recognition Week report, 

filtered by “Birthday Events Only.” 

 

 

Figure 20 – The Employee Recognition report rendered as a PDF file. 
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5. Testing 
 Testing of the fully implemented solution would occur on multiple levels 
 

• Unit Testing  

• Test Server Testing with Developers 

• Staging Server Testing with Developers 

• Staging Server Testing with Business User 

• Staging Server Load Test 

The first level of testing occurs with a tool called JUnit, which allows for unit testing the 

Java code (5). These tests are written during or immediately after the actual Java code is 

developed, and combined with an Eclipse pluggin called Eclemma, a percentage can be 

calculated showing what percent of the project code has been tested by JUnit (4). This 

level of testing was used in the development of this project. 

 The next level of testing would occur when the project is deployed to a test server. 

From here, it would be manually tested by the project developers. At this point, other 

technology options are available, including HTTPUnit, a variety of JUnit that tests HTTP 

code (7), and Selenium, a tool that runs directly in an Internet browser to automate the 

testing of a Web application (6).  

 After testing on the test server, the project would be deployed to a staging server 

that is intended to mimic very closely the production environment. Here it is tested by 

both the developers and the business user. At this point, a load test would be run to 

ensure that the project can withstand a production-level load of concurrent users.  

 The client for whom this solution is being proposed, Ryan Owens, Technical 

Specialist, is the manager of the Store Manager Workbench system. He will be also 

checking on the progress of the proposed solution on a regular basis.    
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6. Deliverables 

This project has completed the following deliverables: 

1) When a user logs in to the system to view a report, a Report object is created, 

which gathers and organizes the data necessary to show the report. 

2) The Report object is sent to an Internet browser where an HTML renderer 

displays the report on screen. 

3) Links on the report allow the user to change the report type or the time period. 

4) Links are available to sort the data shown and a variety of filter types can filter the 

data. 

5) These reports are printable. 

6) There are a variety of reports that replicate existing reports in Store Manager 

Workbench. 
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7. Conclusion and Recommendations 

7.1. Conclusion 

 In conclusion, the Store Manager Workbench reporting application has been 

replicated in several key areas without IBM Portlet Factory and according to the 

deliverables.  Reports are generated according to user preference and are sent to the 

browser window where they are rendered by the reporting API. Reports being viewed in 

the browser window have functionality available to change report type or time frame, and 

sorting and filtering options. There is printing functionality, and there are a variety of 

report types from Store Manager Workbench. This completed projected shows how Store 

Manager Workbench could operate without using IBM Portlet Factory. 

 

7.2. Recommendations 

 Store Manager Workbench should consider this solution as a way of removing the 

dependence on Portlet Factory. This implementation makes use of the Enterprise 

Application Framework reporting technology and is modeled after Kroger’s latest 

patterns of developing reporting applications. 
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